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Abstract

During the period 1996 to 2003, the annual number of general practitioner (GP) services per capita in Australia fell by 14 per cent and the proportion of services bulk billed (i.e. provided at no cost to the patient) fell by 12 percentage points. This substantial reduction in access to services was such that the government responded by increasing government medical insurance rebates, increasing the number of GPs in Australia and providing incentives for GPs to bulk bill.

There has been no comprehensive modelling of the market for GP services to assist in understanding the reasons for these declining trends. This thesis aims to fill that gap. It is the first Australian study of the GP market using panel data, and the first to explicitly examine the market as a whole, including the interaction between the supply and demand factors.

Previous Australian modelling of the GP market has been cross-sectional and mostly demand-focused. This thesis uses panel modelling techniques applied to data for the period from 1996 to 2003 to minimise the biases faced by the previous cross-sectional analyses. The study estimates explicit supply and demand equations, explores the relationship between these equations and the market outcomes, and establishes the impact of policy and other factors on the market for GP services.

It shows that, in the short term, the main determinant of demand for Australian general practice services is the real value of the Medicare rebate. Further, the supply curve, which is determined jointly by aggregate numbers of GPs and by the number of services they provide on average, is near vertical which implies demand changes have little impact on service volumes, but do impact on prices. GP age and gender partially determine the average number of services provided per GP, but a trend effect which is arguably due to attitudinal changes is a major determinant of GP activity levels.

The models estimated in this thesis show that supplier-induced demand may apply in Australian general practice but is not material. They also show that GPs who charge
patients with concession cards less than other patients are behaving economically rationally, and that when the government increases the Medicare rebate payment, about 85 per cent of the real value of the increase goes to the GP and 15 per cent to the patient. The analysis was unable to detect any effect of GP density or of the business cycle on mortality in Australia.

This thesis provides the first empirically based overview of the behaviour of the GP market around the end of the twentieth century. In doing so it shows how government policy initiatives and other trends interact to generate the market outcomes that are observed. If the government has targets for service levels or pricing patterns in general practice, these models can facilitate the design of the policy options appropriate to achieve those targets.
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